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This paper examines tensions between the syntax of control and semantic resource

sensitivity. Structure sharing of controller and control target leads to apparent

RESOURCE DEFICIT under certain circumstances. An analysis is presented using Glue

Semantics for Lexical Functional Grammar. It demonstrates that structure sharing

and resource sensitivity can be reconciled without giving up or relaxing either notion.

It is shown that the analysis can handle either property or propositional denotations

for controlled complements. The analysis is extended to finite controlled comp-

lements, which raise the opposing problem of RESOURCE SURPLUS. A solution is pro-

posed and its typological implications discussed. The syntax and semantics of control

as structure sharing is compared to a recent anaphoric control analysis by Dalrymple

(2001). Based on facts of exhaustive and partial control, the present analysis is argued

to be superior.

1. IN T R O D U C T I O N

Control and raising have been central concerns of generative grammar since

the pioneering work of Rosenbaum (1967). Generative theories have dealt

with the phenomena in a variety of ways. Transformational theories have

traditionally treated the two using distinct mechanisms: raising has involved

a local movement transformation (NP movement in Government and

Binding theory (GB); Chomsky 1981, 1986) and control has involved binding

or deletion of a distinguished base-generated pronominal (‘PRO’ in GB;

Chomsky 1981, 1986). A recent transformational analysis of control within

the Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1995) has sought to instead treat control

in terms of movement (Hornstein 1999) – like raising.2 Monostratal,
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non-transformational theories, such as Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG;

Kaplan & Bresnan 1982, Bresnan 2001, Dalrymple 2001) and Head-

Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG; Pollard & Sag 1994), have

since the initial work of Bresnan (1982a) treated raising and at least some

instances of control in terms of STRUCTURE SHARING, i.e. total or partial

equality of the controller/raiser and the control/raising target. The difference

between raising and the relevant kind of control in these theories has rested

solely on the independently necessary distinction of whether the target is a

semantic argument of the verb that lexically determines the identity : the

target of raising is only a subordinate argument and not a matrix argument,

whereas the target of control is both a matrix and a subordinate argument.

Structure sharing results in a single element occupying multiple syntactic

positions. In terms of LFG’s f(unctional)-structures, this is realised as mul-

tiple f-structure attributes with a token-identical value. In terms of HPSG’s

directed graphs, it is multiple entrancy into a single node. Both LFG and

HPSG treat raising as structure sharing of two grammatical functions. LFG

also equates entire grammatical functions in instances of control that are

modelled using the mechanism of functional control. Control in HPSG

involves structure sharing only of indices, which are parts of the syntactic

elements involved in the control relation. Indices in HPSG possess internal

structure – unlike the indices used to represent coindexation in transforma-

tional theories. HPSG’s referential indices house the PERSON, NUMBER

and GENDER features relevant to agreement and constitute the interface to

semantics, since they simultaneously serve as values of semantic features

in CONTENT.

Structure sharing, as exemplified by control and raising, is apparently at

odds with resource-logic approaches to the syntax–semantics mapping and

semantic composition, such as Glue Semantics (Glue; Dalrymple 1999, 2001)

and the Lambek Calculus tradition of Categorial Grammar, often called

Type-Logical Grammar (TLG; Morrill 1994, Carpenter 1997, Moortgat

1997). In these theories, lexically and constructionally contributed meanings

are resources that cannot be freely reused or discarded. This precisely models

the resource sensitivity of natural languages whereby the meanings of sub-

expressions must be used EXACTLY ONCE in calculating the meaning of larger

expressions in which they occur. For example, given the sentence Kim fooled

Sandy each lexical meaning is used exactly once to derive fool(k, s), but it is

not possible to disregard the meaning of Sandy and use the meaning of Kim

twice to derive fool(k, k) as the meaning of the sentence. The linguistics

literature contains many implicit claims of resource sensitivity, such as

Bounded Closure (Klein & Sag 1985), Completeness and Coherence (Kaplan

& Bresnan 1982, Bresnan 2001), the Bijection Principle (Koopman &

Sportiche 1982), the Theta Criterion (Chomsky 1986), and the Principle of

Full Interpretation (Chomsky 1986), to name a few representative cases. The

insights behind these claims are made explicit and formally captured in
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resource-sensitive semantic theories like Glue and TLG, as discussed exten-

sively in Asudeh (2004).3

1.1 Resource deficit

The potential conflict between structure sharing and resource sensitivity is

illustrated by control. There is a single syntactic element shared as the con-

troller and control target. This single syntactic element apparently realises

two different semantic arguments, since it is an argument of both the matrix

control verb and the subordinate predicate. In resource terms, this seems to

be a case of RESOURCE DEFICIT. There is a single resource contributed by the

structure-shared controller/control target, but there are two consumers of

this resource: the control verb and the subordinate predicate. Things are not

quite this straightforward, though. In particular, there have been two

approaches to the semantics of controlled complements in the literature and

the tension between structure sharing and resource sensitivity arises only on

one approach.

The first approach treats the controlled complement as denoting a prop-

erty (henceforth the PROPERTY THEORY). The property theory of control does

not pose a problem for resource sensitivity in the case of infinitival control

complements. The subordinate predicate does not get saturated, since it

denotes a property, and therefore does not need to actually consume its

argument; the single resource contributed by the structure-shared argument

is consumed by the matrix control verb.

The second approach treats the controlled complement as denoting a

proposition (henceforth the PROPOSITIONAL THEORY). The propositional theory

challenges resource sensitivity, because in this case the single resource that

corresponds to the structure-shared argument has to be consumed by both

the matrix control verb and the controlled complement, since the latter must

be saturated in order to denote a proposition. In this case, structure sharing

is at odds with resource sensitivity because there is a single syntactic contri-

bution of a resource for semantic composition and the resource has multiple

semantic consumers that actually need to consume the resource. In particu-

lar, it is the assumption of a propositional denotation for the controlled

complement that gives rise to this conflict.

Control also highlights a number of other issues central to an under-

standing of the interaction between structure sharing and resource-sensitive

semantic composition. First, structure sharing per se is not sufficient for

resource deficit. There must in fact be multiple consumers of the single

semantic resource contributed by the structure-shared syntactic element.

This issue was exemplified above, where it was noted that if the controlled

[3] Asudeh (2004: 72–82) also discusses resource sensitivity with respect to components of
grammar other than semantics, in particular syntax and phonology.
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complement denotes a property then the complement does not consume the

single resource and there is no conflict with resource sensitivity.

Similarly, raising does not result in a conflict between structure sharing

and resource sensitivity : there is structure sharing in the syntax, but the

resource corresponding to the single, structure-shared argument is only

consumed by the subordinate predicate. Despite the compatibility of struc-

ture sharing and a resource-sensitive semantics for raising, it will prove use-

ful to analyse raising in some detail. First, as mentioned above, there is a

long-standing view in generative grammar that control and raising are inti-

mately related. Second, presentation of an explicit analysis of raising facil-

itates discussion of certain key empirical differences between control and

raising. Third, the analyses of control and raising together demonstrate the

viability of maintaining unified syntactic analyses of raising and at least a

subclass of control. Lastly, examination of raising as a case of unproblematic

structure sharing and of control as a case of potentially problematic struc-

ture sharing permits a deeper understanding of the issues involved.

As a final example of structure sharing that is unproblematic from the

perspective of resource sensitivity, consider filler–gap unbounded depen-

dencies, which are also modelled using structure sharing in most versions of

LFG and HPSG (see, e.g. Kaplan & Zaenen 1989 and Bouma et al. 2001).

The single filler is structure-shared between the top of the unbounded

dependency and the bottom (and intermediate positions in the case of the

HPSG treatment of Bouma et al. 2001). However, the filler is semantically

active only at the top of the dependency, where it functions like an operator,

and the bottom of the dependency is interpreted like a variable bound by

the operator.

A second, related issue arises, which is especially relevant to HPSG, since

there is a great degree of structure sharing throughout HPSG’s sign objects.

The issue is that although only structure sharing of semantically relevant

information potentially conflicts with semantic resource sensitivity, the

problematic cases of structure sharing need not necessarily involve sharing

of whole syntactic arguments and adjuncts. On the one hand, this means

that much of the structure sharing in a typical HPSG sign does not give rise

to conflicts with resource sensitivity. On the other hand, it means

that even if only a subpart of a grammatical function is structure-shared,

issues of resource accounting may still arise if it is the subpart that interfaces

with the semantics. As mentioned above, indices are parts of grammatical

functions that also serve as values in CONTENT, which represents semantics in

HPSG. Thus, although control in HPSG involves only structure sharing of

indices, this is sufficient to give rise to the resource deficit issue that stems

from structure sharing of entire grammatical functions in LFG. In fact, in

the resource-sensitive semantics for HPSG provided by Asudeh & Crouch

(2002), the role of indices is taken over by the resources used for semantic

composition.
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Lastly, although structure sharing is a mechanism used in monostratal

theories like LFG and HPSG, the issues that have been discussed equally

apply to transformational theories that assume a copy theory of movement.

Although it may not be immediately apparent, movement in the copy theory

potentially involves structure sharing, since a single element is realised as

multiple terminal nodes, with the additional operation of an actual move-

ment transformation. This means, for example, that filler–gap unbounded

dependencies modelled as wh-movement are no more problematic than

filler–gap dependencies modelled by structure sharing in monostratal

theories, for the reasons discussed above. But it also means that control-

as-movement (Hornstein 1999) is subject to the issues of resource deficit and

surplus discussed with respect to structure sharing. Thus, the tension

between structure sharing and resource sensitivity is not just relevant for

monostratal, non-transformational theories, it is also quite relevant to recent

transformational proposals.

1.2 Resource surplus

Structure-sharing analyses of control, which give rise to the problem of

resource deficit, are appropriate for many cases of obligatory control into

nonfinite complements. However, a number of languages have finite or

otherwise syntactically saturated controlled complements. One example is

Serbo-Croatian, in which controlled complements are finite clauses with null

pronominal subjects (Zec 1987). Finite control has been analysed as obliga-

tory anaphoric control, with the relationship between the controller and

control target mediated by anaphoric binding, rather than structure sharing.

This leads to the opposing problem of RESOURCE SURPLUS.

The problem of resource surplus is most clearly illustrated if finite control

as obligatory anaphoric control is coupled to the property theory of control.

I noted above that structure sharing in control together with a property

denotation for the controlled complement is unproblematic, because the

control target is not required for composition of the controlled complement’s

property. However, this equally means that the pronominal control target

in obligatory anaphoric control is superfluous to composition of the prop-

erty. Since pronouns are contentful expressions and therefore contribute

semantic resources, this means that the pronominal resource would not

be properly used and would be surplus to semantic composition. Thus,

both proposals for the semantics of control lead to conflicts with resource

sensitivity.

The issue of resource surplus is in fact even more general. The solution to

the problem of structure sharing and resource sensitivity rests on the control

verb handling composition in such a way that the controlled complement

does not consume the shared resource. This is compatible with either a prop-

erty or propositional denotation for the controlled complement. There are
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empirical reasons to believe that finite control has comparable compositional

semantics to nonfinite control, which means that the finite controlled

complement does not consume its controlled pronominal subject’s resource

and, as a result, the pronominal’s resource is surplus to composition. Thus,

the more general problem is that a compositional semantics that avoids

resource deficit for nonfinite control inevitably runs afoul of resource surplus

in finite control. Given the arguments for parity of semantics between finite

and nonfinite control, this is a fundamental problem in the syntax and sem-

antics of control that extends beyond the debate about the correct deno-

tation for the complement.

1.3 Aims and outline

The overarching aim of this paper is to consider tensions between the syntax

and semantics of control, based on a monostratal theory of syntax (LFG) and

a resource-sensitive theory of semantic composition (Glue Semantics), and to

show that these tensions can be resolved without giving up resource sensi-

tivity or standard analyses of control. Glue is well-suited to this task because,

although it has been principally developed with an LFG syntax, it can be

readily adapted to other syntactic theories (e.g. HPSG in Asudeh & Crouch

2002, Lexicalized Tree-Adjoining Grammar in Frank & van Genabith 2001).

The paper focuses principally on the apparent conflict between structure

sharing in the syntax of control and resource-sensitive semantic composition.

Both the property and propositional theories of control semantics are con-

sidered. When coupled to a structure-sharing analysis of control, the prop-

ositional theory poses a resource deficit problem for resource sensitivity, but

the property theory does not. It is demonstrated that the same Glue com-

position scheme can derive either the property denotation or the prop-

ositional denotation. This has two implications. The first is that the

propositional denotation is possible without abandoning structure sharing

or resource sensitivity. The second is that the matter of the proper denotation

for controlled complements is orthogonal to the Glue composition scheme

for combining control verbs with their complements.

The focus then shifts to finite control, as exemplified by Serbo-Croatian,

which involves obligatory anaphoric control of the controlled complement’s

null pronominal subject. Despite the differing syntactic mechanisms of

obligatory anaphoric control and functional control, finite and nonfinite

control arguably have the same compositional semantics. This means that

the analysis of control semantics developed for nonfinite control should be

extended to finite control. The result is a problem of resource surplus that

can be traced to the pronominal control target in finite control. The paper

shows how this problem can be solved, based on a theory of resource

management (Asudeh 2004), which was initially developed in a theory

of resumptive pronouns and copy raising. This results in a new typological
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perspective on control which relates finite control to copy raising, thus

further strengthening the theoretical ties between control and raising.

A subsidiary goal of the paper is to demonstrate that basic empirical

desiderata of a theory of raising and control are met by the Glue theory. In

particular, it follows that raising verbs can have expletive arguments and that

scopal elements can take both wide and narrow scope with respect to raising

verbs but can only take wide scope with respect to control verbs.4

Lastly, I consider an alternative proposal for the syntax of English

nonfinite control by Dalrymple (2001), who posits that the syntactic mech-

anism involved is not functional control, but rather obligatory anaphoric

control. I argue against this analysis and for the functional control analysis

based on Landau’s (2000) work on exhaustive and partial control. I also

argue that there is no independent evidence for assuming that nonfinite

controlled complements in English are closed complements with pronominal

subjects. In light of this absence of evidence and the fact that functional

control better accounts for exhaustive and partial control, I conclude that

nonfinite control in English does indeed involve functional control.

The paper is organised as follows. In the next section, I focus on syntactic

structure sharing by presenting a standard syntax for raising and control in

LFG. In section 3, I present Glue Semantics within an LFG grammatical

architecture and illustrate the semantic resource sensitivity of Glue that

arises from its underlying logic, LINEAR LOGIC (Girard 1987). This sets up the

tension between syntactic structure sharing and semantic resource sensi-

tivity, which is discussed in section 4. Section 5 presents the two views of

the denotation of controlled complements, without attempting to argue for

one versus the other. Section 6 presents the Glue analyses of control and

raising; special attention is paid to issues of structure sharing and resource

sensitivity. Section 7 presents some empirical results of the analysis and

shows that it generalises properly to multiple structure sharing. Section 8

considers the question of resource surplus that arises from assigning finite

controlled complements a property denotation. Before turning to the

resource surplus issue, the section first considers arguments for the property

theory from English, a nonfinite control language, that carry over to Serbo-

Croatian, a finite control language. Finally, section 9 critically discusses the

alternative view of control set forth in Dalrymple (2001).

[4] The fact that I do not compare in any detail the Glue/LFG analyses to analyses in other
theories, even closely related ones such as Categorial Grammar and HPSG, should not be
taken as a slight to work in those theories, but rather reflects the fact that the main goal of
the paper is to examine a broader theoretical issue, the tension between syntactic structure
sharing and semantic resource sensitivity and issues of resource deficit and resource sur-
plus. The empirical results are thus mainly presented to establish that the resulting theory
which resolves this tension also gets the basic facts right, not to advocate its merits relative
to other theories.
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2. ST R U C T U R E S H A R I N G I N T H E S Y N T A X O F C O N T R O L A N D R A I S I N G

In this section I will present LFG analyses of raising verbs and the subclass

of control verbs that involve structure sharing. For purposes of illustration,

I will focus here on the very basic sentences (1) and (2).

(1) Gonzo seemed to leave.

(2) Gonzo tried to leave.

The c(onstituent)-structures for these two sentences are identical (save for

the terminal nodes) :5

(3)

[5] I tacitly assume in this analysis, as evident from the c-structure (3), that to is simply a
co-head with the embedded verb, and it does not make a semantic contribution here (re-
flected by its lack of a PRED), much like an expletive argument of a raising verb. This
analysis is a long-standing one in LFG (Kaplan & Bresnan 1982, Bresnan 2001). However,
should one wish to treat to as a raising/auxiliary verb (Pullum 1982), the Glue Semantics
analysis presented here does not need to change. The sentence then is just a case of a raising
verb embedded under a raising verb or a control verb.
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In either case, the matrix verb takes an IP complement that serves as an open

XCOMP complement in f(unctional)-structure.

The differences between a subject raising verb, like seem, and a

subject control verb, like try, are semantic in nature and are represented in

the f-structure equations in their lexical entries and in their semantics. I will

return to the difference in the semantics in section 6 below. Leaving that

aside, the lexical entries for seem and try would be as follows:

(4) seem V (‹ PRED)=‘ seemn(‹ XCOMP)m (‹ SUBJ) ’

(‹ SUBJ)=(‹ XCOMP SUBJ)

(5) try V (‹ PRED)=‘ tryn(‹ SUBJ), (‹ XCOMP)m ’

(‹ SUBJ)=(‹ XCOMP SUBJ)

The only syntactic difference between the lexical entries, aside from the name

of the PRED relation, is that the control verb try selects for a thematic subject,

while the raising verb seem does not. This difference is represented by having

the thematic subject inside the angle brackets of the PRED, while the non-

thematic subject is outside these brackets.

This difference in argument structure possibilities is reflected in the fact

that the raised argument can be replaced by an expletive or idiom chunk, but

the controller cannot (Bresnan 1982a) :

(6) (a) It seemed to rain.

(b) *It tried to rain.

(c) Tabs seemed to be kept on Gonzo.

(d) *Tabs tried to be kept on Gonzo.

In LFG-theoretic terms, a non-thematic subject can be realised with no PRED

of its own, whereas a thematic subject must have a PRED (Kaplan & Bresnan

1982, Zaenen & Engdahl 1994).

Despite this difference, in both cases there is a functional control

equation, (‹ SUBJ)=(‹ XCOMP SUBJ), that identifies the matrix subject with

the subject of the complement,6 resulting in the following f-structures for (1)

and (2) :

[6] The technical term FUNCTIONAL CONTROL should not be confused with the term CONTROL,
which seems to be the currently preferred term for the empirical phenomenon also known
as EQUI (Postal 1970). Functional control is a general mechanism for structure sharing
syntactic information via f-structure equality. The terminology will be easily distinguish-
able, though. I always refer to the structure sharing mechanism as FUNCTIONAL CONTROL;
any use of CONTROL on its own refers to the phenomenon.
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(7)

(8)

In summary, the only syntactic difference between a control verb and

a raising verb on this theory is that the former takes a thematic subject

(i.e. non-expletive subject), while the latter takes a non-thematic subject (i.e.

raised or expletive subject). Dalrymple (2001) has recently proposed that

obligatory control in English should be modelled with anaphoric control

rather than with functional control. I will assume the standard functional-

control treatment of obligatory control and return to a discussion of

Dalrymple (2001) in section 9.

3. GL U E SE M A N T I C S

3.1 Glue and the parallel projection architecture of LFG

Although Glue does not necessarily have to be coupled with LFG, most

work in Glue Semantics has been done with an LFG syntax (Dalrymple et al.

1993; Dalrymple 1999, 2001 ; Asudeh 2004). The more important architectural

point is that Glue is coupled to an independent level of syntax, unlike

Categorial Grammar, which makes no distinction between syntax proper

and the syntax of semantic composition. Glue Semantics is thus a general

theory of the syntax–semantics interface and semantic composition that as-

sumes a separate level of syntax in which lexically contributed Glue premises

are instantiated.

LFG has a parallel-projection architecture. This means that there are

various levels of linguistic representation, called PROJECTIONS, which are

present in PARALLEL, and these projections are related by functional corre-

spondences (also known as projection functions) which map elements of one

projection onto elements of another (Kaplan 1987, 1989; Halvorsen &

Kaplan 1988). This is a generalisation of the original notion of functional

correspondence in which the w-function maps c(onstituent)-structures onto
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f(unctional)-structures (Kaplan & Bresnan 1982). As a result of this

generalisation, f-structures are mapped onto s(emantic)-structures by the

s-function (Dalrymple et al. 1999b, Dalrymple 2001). This results in an

architecture like the following:

(9) c-structure f-structure s-structure

In terms of this architecture, Glue Semantics is a theory of the syntax–

semantics interface (the s-function), semantic representation and interpret-

ation (s-structure), and semantic composition (the Glue proofs).

The various levels of grammatical representation are simultaneously

present, but each level is governed by its own rules and representations. This

separation of levels allows one to make simple theoretical statements about

the aspects of grammar that the level in question models. Phrase structure,

constituency, dominance, and precedence are represented at c-structure

using trees, while grammatical functions, subcategorisation, binding, raising,

control, and various other aspects of syntax are represented at or mediated

by f-structure using attribute-value matrices. Semantics and the relationship

between syntax and meaning are represented at s-structure using Glue

Semantics : linear logic associated with a chosen meaning language.

An important feature of this architecture is that there can be systematic

mismatches between grammatical levels. For example, null pronoun subjects

in pro-drop languages are not present at c-structure, because they are

unmotivated by the syntactic phenomena represented at that level. Rather,

null pronouns are present at f-structure, where they can participate in

agreement, binding, and other syntactic processes best represented at that

level. Similarly, there can be systematic mismatches between f-structure and

s-structure, and it is this aspect of the architecture that allows for an

adequate semantics of control that nevertheless does not conflict with

structure sharing in the syntax and in fact uses the syntax to provide solu-

tions to problems that arise from finite control for the property analysis of

control semantics.

3.2 Overview of Glue Semantics

Glue uses two logics: a meaning logic for representing meaning terms, and

linear logic (Girard 1987) for assembling meanings (Dalrymple et al. 1999a, b,

c). Recent work in Glue Semantics has used the Curry-Howard isomorphism

(Curry & Feys 1958, Howard 1980) to directly relate the Glue and meaning
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languages (Dalrymple et al. 1999a). According to the Curry-Howard iso-

morphism (CHI), implication introduction corresponds to abstraction and

implication elimination corresponds to functional application. I will primarily

use the implicational fragment of linear logic in my analysis, and will present

Glue proofs in the natural deduction style. The natural deduction proof rules

with Curry-Howard term assignments for implication are as follows:

(10) Implication elimination Implication introduction

f :A��B a :A

f (a) :B
��e

[x :A]1

..

.

f :B

lx:f :A��B
��I , 1

The elimination rule is just MODUS PONENS: the implication A��B, which

corresponds to a function f, is combined with A, a premise that matches the

implication’s antecedent and which is coupled with a meaning term a (where

a can be a constant or a variable). The result of elimination is the consequent

of the implication, B. The corresponding result in the meaning language is

functional application of f to a. The introduction rule is HYPOTHETICAL

REASONING. It involves flagging an assumption in square brackets and as-

signing the assumption a variable in the meaning language. The assumption

is subsequently discharged once it has been used to prove another premise.

The Curry-Howard correspondent of implication introduction is abstraction

over the variable introduced in the assumption.

The following simple example shows the natural deduction rules and the

CHI working together to prove that a��b ‘a��b.

(11)

In the first step, x :a is assumed (indicated by square brackets) and the

assumption is flagged with the superscripted numeral. We take this

assumption and combine it with our one premise a��b by elimination, which

corresponds to functional application in the meaning language. The as-

sumption is discharged in the second step, reintroducing the assumed linear

logic atom a. On the meaning language side this corresponds to abstracting

over the associated variable, x.

Semantic composition in Glue is driven by linear logic deduction (i.e.

proofs) on lexically contributed MEANING CONSTRUCTORS. Each meaning

constructor has the following form:

(12) M : G
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M is a term from some representation of meaning, the meaning language,

and G is a term of linear logic. As mentioned above, the fragment of linear

logic is primarily the implicational fragment. Conjunction will be used in the

representation of anaphora in section 8.1 below, but the proof rules for the

connective will not be crucial to the discussion.7 The meaning language in

this paper is a basic fragment of intensional logic. I assume an intensional

type theory without the type s. Instead the base type t stands for propositions

rather than truth values (van Benthem 1988, 1991). In other words, the

domain of t is not {0, 1}, but rather a set of sets of indices or possible worlds.

If W is the set of possible worlds, then the domain of t is the power set of W.

Meaning constructors are instantiated by a syntactic parse, provided in

this case by an LFG syntax. The linear logic resources used for semantic

composition are node labels in semantic structure instantiated by the s pro-

jection function from f-structures. This means that the meaning constructors

contributed by lexical items are instantiated by s-projections on f-structure

equations. For example, the proper name Iago provides the meaning con-

structor in (13a) and the intransitive verb sneered the one in (13b).

(13) (a) Iago: "se

(b) sneered : (‹ SUBJ)se
�� ‹ st

The ‹ meta-variable in the lexical entries refers to the f-structure that the

entry contributes information to. The lexical item Iago contributes a resource

that is the s-projection of its f-structure; similarly, the lexical item sneered

contributes a resource that is an implication from the s-projection of its

subject to the s-projection of the verb. In parsing the sentence Iago sneered,

the f-structure of Iago will be identified as the f-structure of the subject of

sneered. The resources are typed with the standard types e and t. It is common

practise in recent Glue work to name meaning constructors mnemonically

and to suppress the s-projection and type subscripts where convenient.

Therefore, the normal abbreviation for the resources contributed by Iago

and sneered, when the former is the subject of the latter, would be i and

i��s. This naming convention allows a schematic presentation of meaning

constructors that abstracts away from how they are derived from the

syntax, focusing instead on the compositional semantics. Let us call full

meaning constructors, as in (13), GENERALISED MEANING CONSTRUCTORS and

the abbreviated, mnemonic meaning constructors SCHEMATIC MEANING

CONSTRUCTORS.

The meaning constructors for Iago and sneered yield the following proof:

(14)
iago : i sneer : i��s

sneer(iago) :s
��e

[7] For further details of linear logic for linguistic applications see Dalrymple (1999, 2001),
Crouch & van Genabith (2000), Asudeh (2004) and references therein.
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The linear logic rule that combines the two premises is implication elimin-

ation. As discussed above, this corresponds to functional application in the

meaning language, via the Curry-Howard isomorphism. In the next section I

present a slightly more complicated example of composition which illustrates

how scope works.

An important consequence of the CHI is that Glue proofs cannot be

constrained by operations in the meaning language (Dalrymple et al. 1999a).

It therefore suffices to present the linear logic side alone in order to show that

there exists a valid proof of a sentence’s semantics. Composition in the

meaning language can be indicated by showing the meaning language side

of meaning constructors in proof trees, as in (14). However, proof trees for

more complicated examples can become ungainly. Meaning composition for

more complex proofs can alternatively be presented in a separate list-style

proof. Not only is this useful from a presentational point of view, it also

underscores that the linear logic terms are what drive composition and that

proofs are abstract objects that can be written down in various ways.

3.3 Scope in Glue Semantics

The simple example in (15) further demonstrates Glue and also shows how

scope works in this semantic theory.

(15) Something worries everyone.

I assume a theory of generalised quantifiers (Barwise & Cooper 1981) : a noun

serves as the restriction of a type nne, tm, nne, tm, tmm determiner. There are a

variety of ways to represent determiners on the left hand side of the meaning

constructor ; I opt for a three-place functional representation:

(16) lRlS.few(x, R(x), S(x))

Note that unlike few the quantified pronouns something and everyone have

lexically specified restrictions.

The meaning constructors for something and everyone look for an ne, tm
implication that depends on the resource of the quantified NP:

(17) (a) lS.some(x, thing(x), S(x)) : (‹se
��Xt)��Xt

(b) lS.every(y, person(y), S(y)) : (‹se
��Yt)��Yt

The fact that a variable X is used in forming the scope allows the quantifier to

take higher scope by introducing a hypothesis on the resource instantiating

‹s, discharging the dependency on this resource locally, and then

reintroducing it at a later point in the derivation.8 This will become clear

[8] I have taken a shortcut here. There is actually universal quantification over the variables in
the linear logic side of scope-taking items (Dalrymple et al. 1999a, c; Kokkonidis 2004). The
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momentarily. The reader is referred to Dalrymple et al. (1999c), Crouch &

van Genabith (1999), and Dalrymple (2001) for further details.

Using the mnemonic convention described above and suppressing s and

type subscripts, the lexically contributed schematic meaning constructors for

sentence (15) are:

(18) 1. lS.some(x, thing(x), S(x)) : (s��X)��X Lex. something

2. lulv.worry(u, v) : s��e��w Lex. worries

3. lS.every(y, person(y), S(y)) : (e��Y)��Y Lex. everyone

From these premises we can construct either proof (19), the surface scope

reading, or proof (20), the inverse scope reading. Notice that in (20) the

meaning constructor for the verb has been curried (rewritten) to consume the

object first.9 Only the linear logic side of the meaning constructors

are indicated. The premises contributed by the lexical items are indicated in

bold for readability.

(19)

(20)

The quantifier takes its scope by finding an appropriate dependency and

consuming it through implication elimination. The quantifier that enters the

derivation last gets widest scope (for further discussion of the use of proof

topology to express scope constraints, see Crouch & van Genabith 1999).

simplification I adopt has no real consequences for the analysis, though, because elim-
inating a universal is trivial.

[9] Note that s��e��w ‘e��s��w. The proof simply involves assumption of s and then e and
then discharging the assumptions in the opposite order. The corresponding meaning term is
also curried via the CHI.
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The meaning terms are entirely determined by the Curry-Howard iso-

morphism, but for extra clarity here is a list-style proof with meaning terms

for the surface scope reading ()b indicates beta-reduction) :

(21)

The proof for the inverse scope meaning should be apparent from this proof

and the proof tree (20).

3.4 Linear logic is a resource logic

As mentioned already, linear logic is a resource logic : all premises in a valid

linear logic proof must be used exactly once. This can be seen by comparing

classical logic to propositional linear logic and observing the differences in

certain entailment patterns (� is multiplicative linear conjunction).

1. A premise can only be used once

(22) Classical implication (p)

(a) p, ppq ‘ q

(b) p, ppq ‘ p^q p used to derive q and can be conjoined with q

(23) Linear implication (��)

(a) p, p��q ‘ q

(b) p, p��q 6‘p�q p was used up to derive q

2. Each premise must be used

(24) Classical conjunction (^)

(a) p^q ‘p q ignored

(25) Linear conjunction (multiplicative) (�)

(a) p�q 6‘p must use q
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In principle, we can choose any logic for the meaning logic in Glue

Semantics, so long as a systematic relationship can be established between

operations in the meaning language and those in the linear logic. As dis-

cussed in the introduction, the resource sensitivity of linear logic is linguis-

tically significant, because it models the resource sensitivity of natural

languages.

4. ST R U C T U R E S H A R I N G A N D R E S O U R C E S E N S I T I V I T Y

Let us now reconsider the problem of resource sensitivity and structure

sharing. Consider again the two f-structures, (7) and (8), in section 2 above,

repeated here as (26) and (27) with f-structure labels :

(26)

(27)

In each f-structure, the SUBJ and XCOMP SUBJ share as their value a single

f-structure g. As we saw in section 3, f-structure nodes are mapped onto

semantic resources at s(emantic)-structure, according to lexical specifica-

tions. The f-structure g contributes one semantic resource that must be used

in the Glue proof of the sentence’s meaning.

In the case of raising, (26), structure sharing does not conflict with

resource sensitivity. The raised argument is only consumed in the semantics

of the raising verb’s complement, as it is not a semantic argument of the

raising verb. This is spelled out in section 6.2 below.

Control, (27) is more problematic : the shared grammatical function is an

argument of both the matrix and subordinate verbs. Both verbs apparently

need to consume the same subject resource. If the subject’s resource is used

as a premise in deriving the meaning of the control verb, the resource

is consumed and is not available for the embedded verb. Likewise, if the

embedded verb consumes the subject’s resource, it is unavailable for the

control verb.
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However, whether control is in fact problematic depends on the deno-

tation of the controlled complement. If the complement denotes a property,

then it does not get saturated by combining with its subject. The control verb

can therefore consume the subject without any resulting resource problem;

the control verb likewise consumes the property corresponding to the con-

trolled complement. In contrast, if the complement denotes a proposition, it

does need to be saturated by its subject and there is apparent resource failure,

because both the matrix control verb and the subordinate verb need to

consume the single structure-shared resource.

In section 6, I present a Glue analysis of control that solves this problem.

It will be shown that the same linear logic combinatorics can yield either the

property or propositional reading, depending purely on what happens in the

meaning language. Whatever the denotation of a controlled complement, it

is the control verb that manages its complement’s subject resource. This is

purely compositional, though: the controlled complement’s subject is also an

argument of the control verb and is therefore straightforwardly accessible for

composition. Before turning to the analysis, I will spell out in more detail the

difference between the two theories of control complement denotation.

5. TH E D E N O T A T I O N O F C O N T R O L L E D C O M P L E M E N T S

There are two well-established approaches to the semantics of control verbs.

The difference between the two approaches has to do with the denotation of

the controlled complement of the control verb. The first approach holds that

the controlled complement denotes a proposition (Rosenbaum 1967;

Higginbotham 1989, 1992; Sag & Pollard 1991 ; Pollard & Sag 1994), while the

second approach holds that it denotes a property (Montague 1974; Chierchia

1984a, b; Dowty 1985; Chierchia & Jacobson 1986). I refer to these respect-

ively as the propositional and property theories of control.

According to the propositional theory of control, the sentence in (28a)

would have the translation in (28b). The subject control verb try is a function

that takes an individual and a proposition as arguments, as in (28c).10

(28) (a) Gonzo tried to leave.

(b) try(Gonzo, leave(Gonzo))

(c) try: ne, nt, tmm

The propositional stance is a long-standing view in generative grammar,

arguably dating to the original work on control by Rosenbaum (1967). It is a

[10] Recall that the type t is intensional and stands for propositions. For presentational pur-
poses, I write the types for control verbs as picking up the subject first, since this is the
structure-shared argument of particular interest. The types could equivalently be written
with the control verb picking up its complement first. The propositional try would then
have the type nt, ne, tmm and the property try would have the type nne, tm, ne, tmm. See, e.g.
Carpenter (1997: 48) on permuting arguments in the lambda calculus.
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natural consequence of any syntactic theory that proposes that the con-

trolled complement has a subject at some syntactic level of representation.

This includes most well-known recent theories, such as GB (Chomsky 1981,

1986), the Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1995), LFG, and HPSG.11

The property theory, by contrast, analyses the controlled complement as

denoting a property. Again, this is shown for the subject control verb try.

(29) (a) Gonzo tried to leave.

(b) try(Gonzo, leave)

(c) try: ne, nne, tm, tmm

According to typical formulations of the property theory, there is no level of

representation in the syntax or semantics where the controlled complement

has a subject. The relevant argument of the control verb acts as the ‘under-

stood subject ’ merely due to lexical entailments associated with the control

verb (Chierchia 1984a, b). Chierchia (1990) is an exception to this. In that

version of the property theory a PRO subject is posited in the syntax

but interpreted as a bound variable; the complement thus still denotes a

property.

6. GL U E SE M A N T I C S F O R C O N T R O L A N D R A I S I N G

6.1 Control

The generalised meaning constructor for the subject control verb try is as

follows, setting aside the meaning language for the moment :12

(30) try

(‹ SUBJ)se
�� [(‹ XCOMP SUBJ)se

�� (‹ XCOMP)st
]��"st

Despite the reference by the control verb to XCOMP SUBJ, the analysis is

compositional. The control verb does not consume XCOMP SUBJ as an argu-

ment. It merely uses the specification XCOMP SUBJ in identifying the ne, tm
dependency that corresponds to its complement. Furthermore, even if the

control verb were to use the specification XCOMP SUBJ in taking an argument

the analysis would still be compositional : XCOMP SUBJ is identified with the

controller and is therefore also an argument of the control verb. In other

[11] The most notable exception is Categorial Grammar (Chierchia 1984b, Jacobson 1990,
Carpenter 1997), with which Glue Semantics has some affinities (Dalrymple et al. 1999a,
Asudeh 2004).

[12] A brief technical note: although the meaning language is intensional, the linear logic is
extensional (Dalrymple et al. 1999c). In other words, the domain of type t in the meaning
language is the power set P(W) of the set of possible worlds W, but the domain of t in the
linear logic is {0, 1}. There is no conflict in typing, since the instances of t belong to distinct
logics.
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words, (‹ XCOMP SUBJ) in (30) could be replaced by (‹ SUBJ), since (‹ XCOMP

SUBJ)=(‹ SUBJ).

The denotation of the controlled complement – proposition or property –

depends entirely on the meaning language. If the control verb feeds the

variable corresponding to the controller to the property corresponding to the

controlled complement, then the denotation is a proposition, as in (31). If on

the other hand the control verb does not feed the controller’s variable to the

complement property, then the complement remains a property and we have

the property denotation, as in (32). I use s��(s��v2)��v1 as an abbreviation

of the linear logic term in (30).

(31) lxlP.try(x, P(x)) : s��(s��v2)��v1
(32) lxlP.try(x, P) : s��(s��v2)��v1

P is a type ne, tm variable over properties. The same combinatorics can

therefore yield either the property or propositional denotation for the

complement. In both cases, though, it is the control verb that drives com-

position. The complement never directly consumes the controlled argument.

This is the solution to the structure sharing problem. There is only one

resource being contributed by the shared argument, but there is also only one

actual consumer: the control verb. Notice that I am not proposing that

the two version of the control verb are interderivable or that both versions

are instantiated in English, just that either denotation can be accommodated

by the theory.

Let us look at a full derivation for example (2), which is repeated here:

(2) Gonzo tried to leave.

This sentence has the c-structure given above in (3). Its f-structure was shown

in (27). Using the f-structure labels of (27), we get the lexically contributed

meaning constructors in (33), which in any case simply follow the mnemonic

premise-naming convention; for now we stick to the property denotation for

the controlled complement.13

(33) 1. gonzo : g Lex. Gonzo

2. lxlP.try(x, P) : g��(g�� l)�� t Lex. tried

3. leave : g�� l Lex. leave

The Glue proof from these premises is straightforward, and involves only

two instances of implication elimination (lexically contributed premises are

indicated in bold):

[13] I assume that to is a non-contentful co-head and makes no semantic contribution. See
footnote 5 above.
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(34)

Through the Curry-Howard isomorphism, the two eliminations correspond

to functional application in the meaning language.

(35)

If we replace the property try in (33) with the propositional try, as in (36)

(leaving everything else the same), we instead construct the proof (37) :

(36)

(37)

Notice that the linear logic side of (37) is just (34). Nothing needs to be

changed about the combinatorics to give the propositional reading.

In sum, the Glue analysis of control proposed here resolves the tension

between structure sharing and resource sensitivity by allowing the control

verb to drive composition. The same linear logic composition scheme yields

either the property or propositional denotation for the controlled comp-

lement. The analysis shares this feature with the Type-Logical Grammar

analysis of Carpenter (1997). Like that analysis, the Glue analysis offered

here is orthogonal to the denotation debate and offers a modular solution

that can be coupled with either view. Carpenter (1997: 438) writes that in

HPSG and LFG ‘the effect [of providing a propositional argument to a

control verb] is achieved by identifying the subject of the controlled verb and

the controller ’. Carpenter thus implies that identification of the subject of the

controlled verb and the controller in the syntax entails the propositional

denotation for the controlled complement. We have just seen that this is not

the case in the present analysis : the presence of a controlled subject in the

syntax is also commensurate with a property denotation for the controlled

complement. Asudeh (2000) shows that this solves a problem raised by

Pollard & Sag (1994: 283) for the property theory based on pronominal

agreement, without resorting to the purely semantic theory of agreement of
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Dowty & Jacobson (1989), which Pollard & Sag (1994: 71–73, 97–99) argue

against persuasively.

6.2 Raising

The syntactic analysis of raising is similar to that of control, as we have

already observed. However, the raised argument bears no semantic relation

to the raising verb, and is only interpreted in the semantics of its prop-

ositional complement. For example, the raised subject of seem in sentence (1)

is not the subject of seem, because seem is semantically a one-place predicate

with a propositional argument:

(1) Gonzo seemed to leave.

This distinction between the semantic relationship of the raised argument to

the raising verb and the semantic relationship of the controlled argument to

the control verb is reflected in Glue Semantics. Here is the meaning con-

structor for the subject raising verb seem.

(38) seem : lp.seem(p) : (‹ XCOMP)st
�� "st

The variable p is a type t variable over propositions. A subject raising verb is

of type nt, tm. This is reflected in the linear logic by the fact that the subject

raising verb only consumes its XCOMP’s meaning to get its own meaning. It is

the XCOMP itself that consumes its subject’s meaning, even though its subject

is also the subject of the raising verb by functional control.

Sentence (1) has the c-structure given in (3) above and the f-structure in

(26). The sentence yields these mnemonically named meaning constructors :

(39) 1. gonzo : g Lex. Gonzo

2. lp.seem(p) : l��s Lex. seemed

3. leave : g�� l Lex. leave

With these premises we can again construct a simple proof using only im-

plication elimination in the linear logic (lexical premises once again in bold) :

(40)

This proof is substantially different from the one in (34). The raised subject

first combines with the predicate that selects for it, in this case leave, to give

the meaning of the XCOMP, which is a proposition. The XCOMP then combines

with its predicate, the raising verb. The result is that the raising verb is a

one-place predicate taking a proposition as its argument.
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The meaning of the sentence is derived with two corresponding functional

applications:

(41)

6.3 Summary

In this section I have provided Glue analyses of both control and raising. The

Glue analysis of control can derive either the property or propositional de-

notation for a controlled complement. The analysis demonstrates that

structure sharing is not at odds with resource sensitivity and that the tension

between the two merely entails that the control verb must manage compo-

sition, which is a conclusion that has been independently arrived at in Type-

LogicalGrammar (Carpenter 1997). Contrary towhatCarpenter (1997) claims

regarding HPSG and LFG, the present analysis can posit syntactic identity

of controller and controllee without necessarily adopting a propositional

denotation for the complement. The next section shows some empirical re-

sults with respect to expletive distribution and scope, and also that the

analysis generalises properly to cases of multiple structure sharing.

7. EM P I R I C A L R E S U L T S

In this section, I show that an analysis that addresses the tension between

syntactic structure sharing and semantic resource sensitivity can also achieve

good empirical coverage. In sections 7.1 and 7.2 respectively, I discuss

expletives and scope possibilities. In section 7.3, I show that the analysis is

fully general and also handles multiple structure sharing.14

7.1 Expletives

Raising verbs can have an expletive target, but control verbs cannot:

(42) There seemed to be a problem.

(43) *There tried to be a problem

This distinction follows from the linear logic side of the meaning con-

structors for control versus raising verbs. Assuming that an expletive

makes no semantic contribution, it therefore contributes no semantic

[14] The empirical results presented in this section are discussed further in Asudeh (2000,
2002a).
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resource.15 A control verb needs to consume the resource corresponding to

the controller, the subject in the case of (43). Clearly this is impossible if no

such resource exists. By contrast, the raising verb only needs to consume the

resource corresponding to its complement and therefore is equally satisfied

whether its subject is contentful and contributes a resource or not.

Similarly, the same linear logic term accounts for non-raised expletives :

(44) It seemed that Gonzo left.

The expletive makes no contribution and the raising verb’s requirements are

satisfied by consuming its saturated complement.

7.2 Scope

The semantics for control and raising developed here yields proper scopal

differences between control and raising, which have sometimes been discussed

in terms of DE RE (referential) and DE DICTO (non-referential) readings

(Montague 1974, Dowty et al. 1981). A quantified subject of a raising verb

can take either wide scope (DE RE reading) or narrow scope (DE DICTO reading)

with respect to the verb. However, the subject of a control verb cannot take

narrow scope with respect to the verb; the DE DICTO reading is unavailable.

7.2.1 Raising: both scopes available

Consider the example in (45) below. On the reading with the subject taking

wide scope, every goblin was such that it seemed pinch Merry. On the narrow

scope reading, it seemed to be the case that every goblin pinched Merry. The

former reading entails the existence of goblins, if the quantifier carries

the presupposition that its restriction is non-empty. This is a kind of DE RE

reading. The latter reading can be true without there actually being such

things as goblins ; it is a kind of DE DICTO reading.

(45) Every goblin seemed to pinch Merry.

The meaning constructor for the quantified subject is written as usual (see

section 3.3 above) and we get the following meaning constructors for

sentence (45), naming them mnemonically :

(46) 1. lS.every(x, goblin(x), S(x)) : (g��X)��X Lex. Every goblin

2. seem : p��s Lex. seemed

3. lylx.pinch(x, y) : m��g��p Lex. to pinch

4. merry : m Lex. Merry

We get the wide scope reading for the quantified subject by making an as-

sumption on the corresponding argument g in the raising verb’s complement,

[15] Asudeh (2004: 90ff.) discusses some alternatives to this view of expletives. None of these
alternatives would affect the facts at hand.
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deriving the sentence’s meaning with the assumption holding the place of

the subject’s scope, then discharging the assumption and scoping in the

subject :

(47) Wide scope subject

The meaning language is omitted except on the final result, since it follows by

the CHI and since it does not constrain scopal possibilities, which are derived

purely from the linear logic side of meaning constructors.

The narrow scope reading for the subject is derived by scoping in the

subject at the first opportunity, when we first derive g��p, rather than

postponing its scope via assumption:

(48) Narrow scope subject

Both wide scope (DE RE) and narrow scope (DE DICTO) readings are available

for the subject of a raising verb, because it is possible to create a scope for

the quantifier in terms of either the raised subject and the raising verb or the

raised subject and the subordinate verb that selects for it. In this particular

example, we can derive either the linear logic term g��s or g��p as the

quantifier’s scope.

7.2.2 Control : only wide scope subject available

Now let us consider the same sentence with the control verb try replacing the

raising verb seem :

(49) Every goblin tried to pinch Merry.

The resulting sentence only has a wide scope reading for the quantified

subject. The meaning of try is such that if every goblin tried to pinch Merry,
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then there must actually be some goblins. The sentence therefore only has a

DE RE reading, since it entails that the goblins exist.

I assume appropriate meaning constructors as in (46) above, except with

the raising meaning constructor replaced by a control meaning constructor.

The wide scope reading for the subject is derived by letting the control verb

consume the controlled complement and then letting the quantifier take the

remaining dependency from the control verb’s subject to the control verb

(g��t ) as its scope:16

(50) Wide scope subject

There is no possibility of a narrow scope (DE DICTO) reading of the subject.

The only way for the quantifier to take narrow scope is to consume the

dependency g��p. However, this is an argument of the control verb. If the

quantifier consumes it in taking its scope, the control verb cannot find its

argument and there will be resource failure:

(51) No proof for narrow scope subject

In the first step on the left hand side, there is an assumption on g, the re-

source on which the control verb depends. The assumption would have to be

discharged, but there is no consumer of the resulting dependency left, because

the quantifier has already been scoped in. This leads to another instance of

resource failure. The only way to satisfy all requirements is the proof (50) that

derives the wide scope reading. Therefore, it is a consequence of the resource

sensitivity of linear logic that the Glue analysis given here does not yield a

narrow scope reading for a controller.17 Since the linear logic term is the same

[16] Rather than currying the control verb to allow it to combine with the controlled comp-
lement first, we simply make an assumption on the controller to postpone its consumption.

[17] More precisely, the proof (51) fails because a Glue proof for sentential semantics must
terminate in a type t linear logic atom and this proof terminates in a type nne, nne, tm,
tmmrtm conjunction. Thus, the failure of the DE DICTO reading is due to the coupling in Glue
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whether the controlled complement is given a property or propositional

denotation, the scope results stand no matter which denotation is chosen.

7.2.3 Summary

It is a consequence of the linear logic meaning constructors that both wide

scope (DE RE) and narrow scope (DE DICTO) readings are available for raised

arguments but that only a wide scope reading is available for controllers. The

result depends on the linear logic terms in the relevant meaning constructors

but not on the meaning language terms. It is therefore unaffected by the

choice of a property or propositional denotation for the control verb’s

complement.

7.3 Multiple structure sharing

It has already been demonstrated that structure sharing and resource sensi-

tivity can be reconciled, even if controlled complements denote propositions.

In this section I will briefly demonstrate the full generality of the result by

examining a case where there is multiple structure sharing, resulting from a

control verb embedded under a control verb. It should be evident that other

possible permutations are similarly unproblematic.

Let us use the following sentence as our example:

(52) Gonzo promised to try to smile.

Assuming standard lexical entries, we get the following f-structure, where

there is a single f-structure g that is structure-shared as the subject of the

verbs promise, try, and smile (I simplify PRED features from now on by

leaving out the subcategorisation information) :

(53)

Syntactic analysis yields the meaning constructors in (54). The meaning

language side is not indicated, since it follows by the Curry-Howard

isomorphism and the linear logic is sufficient to show that a proof exists for

sentence (52).

Semantics of the resource sensitivity of linear logic to a linguistically motivated proof goal
(Asudeh 2004).
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(54) 1. g Lex. Gonzo

2. g��(g��t)��p Lex. promised

3. g��(g��s)��t Lex. try

4. g��s Lex. smile

The proof is shown in (55). The intermediate dependency on g by try is

discharged via assumption. This assumption is then used to construct the

dependency on t that promise needs to consume. The matrix control verb

then consumes the one lexically contributed instance of g and consumes the

dependency g��t to yield the semantics for the sentence.

(55)

The combinatorics of control as specified by linear logic terms in meaning

constructors thus generalise properly to cases of multiple structure sharing.

8. F I N I T E C O N T R O L

Thus far I have concentrated on showing that the apparent resource deficit

arising from syntactic structure sharing can be reconciled with resource-

sensitive semantic composition. In this section, I discuss how obligatory

control of a finite complement gives rise to a problem of RESOURCE SURPLUS. I

concentrate on finite control in Serbo-Croatian, but finite control is in fact an

areal feature of Balkan languages in general. In addition to Serbo-Croatian,

it is found in Modern Greek, Albanian, Romanian, Macedonian, and

Bulgarian (Rivero & Ralli 2001). These languages are spoken in neighbour-

ing geographic areas, but are not closely related genetically, except for

Macedonian and Serbo-Croatian. Finite control is also the kind of control

found in the non-Balkan language Persian (Hashemipour 1989, Ghomeshi

2001). Persian and the Balkan languages share the typological property of

lacking true clausal infinitives. I offer a solution to the resource surplus

problem and consider the solution’s typological implications.

8.1 Equivalences between the semantics of finite and nonfinite conrol

Zec (1987) discusses obligatory control in Serbo-Croatian, as exemplified by

the following sentence:

(56) Jovan je pokušao da dodje.

Jovan AUX tried that come(PRES)

‘Jovan tried to come. ’ (Zec 1987: 142)
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The complement to the matrix verb pokušao is clearly not a subjectless VP or

IP. First, there is an overt complementiser, indicating that this is a CP.

Second, Zec argues that there is demonstrably a null pronominal subject in

the embedded clause, so there is an f-structure SUBJ. Furthermore, the CP

complement is finite, since it is fully inflected for tense and agreement in-

formation. Control in Serbo-Croatian thus involves a finite CP complement

with a null pronominal subject.

Pokušao nevertheless involves a relationship of obligatory control between

its subject and the pronominal subject of its complement. Despite differences

in the syntactic realisation of the control relation, there is evidence that the

semantics of finite control matches that of English nonfinite obligatory

control. The key piece of evidence concerns an inference pattern initially

presented by Chierchia (1984a, b) for English:

(57) Nando tries anything Ezio tries.

Ezio tries to jog at sunrise:

Nando tries to jog at sunrise

Crucially, Serbo-Croatian control verbs participate in inferences like this.

Zec (1987) shows that (58a) and (58b) together entail (58c).

(58) (a) Petar je pokušao sve što je pokušao Jovan

Petar AUX tried all that AUX tried Jovan

‘Petar tried whatever Jovan tried. ’ (Zec 1987: 144, (16a))

(b) Jovan je pokušao da postane predsednik.

Jovan AUX tried that become president

‘Jovan tried to become president. ’ (Zec 1987: 144, (16b))

(c) Petar je pokušao da postane predsednik.

Petar AUX tried that become president

‘Petar tried to become president. ’ (Zec 1987: 145, (18))

The fact that the same inference pattern holds for infinitival control in

English and for finite control in Serbo-Croatian strongly indicates that the

two cases should have a unified semantic analysis.

The precise denotation of the controlled complement once again remains

open to debate, though. Chierchia (1984a, b) uses the inference pattern in

(57) to argue for the property theory of control. If the denotation of the

control verb’s complement in Ezio tries to jog at sunrise is a proposition,

jog(ezio) (ignoring the modifier), then the predicted denotation of the con-

clusion is try(nando, jog(ezio)), which is not an available meaning for the

conclusion of (57) and is therefore incorrect. However, if the relevant deno-

tation is instead the unsaturated property of jogging, jog, then the conclusion

is that Nando also bears the relation of trying to this property, i.e. try(nando,

jog).
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Zec (1987) argues for a different conclusion on the basis of the Serbo-

Croatian data. Working from the assumption that a syntactically saturated

clause must denote a proposition, she argues that finite control demonstrates

that the inference pattern cannot be due to a property denotation for the

complement, since then Serbo-Croatian should not allow the conclusion to

go through and should only allow a conclusion like the following:

(59) * Petar je pokušao da Jovan postane predsednik.

Petar AUX tried that Jovan become president

‘Petar tried for Jovan to become president. ’ (Zec 1987: 144, (16c))

However, this sentence is ungrammatical, like its English translation. Zec

(1987) is part of a larger tradition which seeks to demonstrate that inferences

like (57) are available even in cases where the requisite property denotation is

unavailable (Higginbotham 1989, 1992; Sag & Pollard 1991; Pollard & Sag

1994; Dalrymple 2001). Although this tradition raises important questions

regarding the connection between inference patterns and denotations of con-

trolled complements (see also Ladusaw 1987), the criticism is tempered by the

fact that no alternative explanation of inference patterns like (57) is offered.

The crucial point here is not WHAT the semantics of the controlled comp-

lement is, but rather that nonfinite and finite controlled complements of

corresponding control verbs in English and Serbo-Croatian have the SAME

semantics, whatever that is. The corresponding inference patterns indicate

that the semantics developed for nonfinite control equally applies to finite

control.

Further evidence for shared compositional semantics comes from the fact

that control verbs in Serbo-Croatian share with their English counterparts

the property of only allowing wide scope (DE RE) readings for the controller :

(60) Vilenjak je pokušao da ustine Petar.

goblin AUX tried that pinch Petar

‘A goblin tried to pinch Petar. ’

This sentence entails the existence of a goblin, just like its English translation.

In present terms, these arguments indicate that the analysis of control in

section 6, which is compatible with both the propositional and property

theories of control and derives the necessity of DE RE readings, also applies to

finite control in Serbo-Croatian. I next show the resulting problem of resource

surplus, present a solution to the problem, and discuss its implications.

8.2 Managing resource surplus in finite control

Recall the Serbo-Croatian sentence (56).

(56) Jovan je pokušao da dodje.

Jovan AUX tried that come(PRES)

‘Jovan tried to come. ’
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The f-structure for this sentence, simplifying somewhat, is as follows:

(61)

The f-structure has been labelled according to the Serbo-Croatian words in

(56), except for the embedded subject, labelled pro. Notice that the comp-

lement of the control verb bears the closed grammatical function COMP and

that there is no functional control relation between the matrix subject and

the embedded, pronominal subject.

The lexical entry for the verb dodje ‘come’ is as follows:

(62)

The entry for dodje is fully general, not just for a controlled complement. The

verb optionally specifies its SUBJ PRED as ‘pro’, since Serbo-Croatian is a pro-

drop language. This is standard in LFG analyses of pro-drop, which do not

posit a null pronominal subject in c-structure (Bresnan 2001). When the null

pronominal subject is contributed by the verb, its semantics is also con-

tributed, in the form of the final meaning constructor. This meaning

constructor involves linear conjunction (� ) and is a standard pronominal

meaning constructor (Asudeh 2004). It is discussed in further detail below.
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The full set of lexically contributed meaning constructors for (56) are

shown in (63), instantiated to the f-structure (61) in the usual manner.18

Unlike the entry for try in (30) in section 6.1 above, the control verb pokušao

has two meaning constructors. We will return to this difference below.

(63) 1. jovan : j Lex. Jovan

2. lwlP.try(w, P) : j��(pro��d)��p Lex. pokušao

3. lPlx.x : (j��(j�pro))��(j�� j ) Lex. pokušao

4. come : pro��d Lex. dodje

5. lz.zrz : j��(j�pro) Lex. dodje

A fuller lexical entry for the control verb is shown here:

(64) pokušao : V

(‹ PRED)=‘ try’

(‹ SUBJ)s=((‹ COMP SUBJ)s ANTECEDENT)

lylP.try(y, P) :

(‹ SUBJ)se
�� [(‹ COMP SUBJ)se

��(‹ COMP)st
]��‹st

lPlx.x :

[(‹ SUBJ)se
�� [(‹ SUBJ)se

� (‹ COMP SUBJ)se
]]��

[(‹ SUBJ)se
��(‹ SUBJ)se

]

First, notice that the meaning language side of the initial, principal meaning

constructor treats the denotation of the controlled complement as a property,

despite the fact that the the complement is a CP with a contentful null

pronominal subject. We could once again have the propositional denotation

instead by replacing just the meaning language side of this meaning

constructor with:

(65) lylP.try(y, P(y))

Second, notice that this is an instance of obligatory anaphoric control

(Andrews 1982, Bresnan 1982a, Zec 1987, Dalrymple 2001) : the control verb

contains a binding equation that states that the controller is the antecedent

of the null pronominal control target. Control is thus established through

pronominal binding rather than structure sharing.

Let us further contrast the principal meaning constructor of pokušao with

the meaning constructor for try, which is repeated from (30) :

(66) try

(‹ SUBJ)se
�� [(‹ XCOMP SUBJ)se

��(‹ XCOMP)st
]��‹st

(67) pokušao

(‹ SUBJ)se
�� [(‹ COMP SUBJ)se

��(‹ COMP)st
]��‹st

[18] I make the simplifying assumption that the auxiliary je and the complementiser da make no
contribution, although they would make contributions to the syntax and semantics of tense
and mood in a fuller treatment.
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There is a key similarity in these linear logic terms: Each control verb con-

sumes the entire dependency that corresponds to its controlled complement.

However, consuming the controlled complement’s dependency has a dif-
ferent effect in the two cases. Let us zoom in on the part of each meaning

constructor that consumes the dependency. In the case of try, the depen-

dency in question is [(‹ XCOMP SUBJ)s��(‹ XCOMP)s]. The case for pokušao is

slightly different. Its clausal complement is a COMP, not an XCOMP, because

the complement has its own subject rather than the subject being structure-

shared with another grammatical function by functional control. Thus, the

dependency that pokušao consumes is [(‹ COMP SUBJ)s��(‹ COMP)s]. In neither

case is the analysis non-compositional : the control verb makes reference to

its complement’s subject only to identify the complement; the verb does not

manipulate or compose with the complement’s subject.

This raises an important difference between the two verbs, which is shown

schematically in the following meaning constructors. The key difference is

that the infinitival control verb’s subject resource is identified with that of its

complement’s subject, whereas this is not the case for the finite control verb:

(68)

(69)

In the English control verb, there is a double dependency on the resource

contributed by the matrix subject (indicated schematically as a), which func-

tionally controls the embedded subject. By consuming the matrix subject and

then consuming its complement’s implicational (a��c) resource, the control

verb manages all the required resources: the subject resource a is used once.

In contrast, the Serbo-Croatian control verb does not have a double

dependency on the matrix subject. When it consumes its complement’s

implicational resource (b��c) there is still a resource left over: the resource

b contributed by the complement’s subject, a null pronoun. This may not be

clear at first, because schematically the pronoun’s meaning constructor is :

(70) A��(A�P)

A is the pronoun’s antecedent’s resource and P is the pronoun’s resource.

Consider what this meaning constructor does. It consumes a copy of the

pronoun’s antecedent, which is specified to be the matrix subject, to give

back another copy of the antecedent and a resource corresponding to the

pronoun. This is a VARIABLE-FREE treatment of the pronoun (Jacobson 1999).
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It ensures that the pronoun takes the same value as its antecedent (Asudeh

2004).19 The control verb will consume the resource corresponding to the

matrix subject, but since the control verb also consumes the controlled comp-

lement’s dependency on the pronominal resource (to get the complement’s

property), there seems to be nothing left to consume the pronominal

resource.

This is where the second meaning constructor in the entry for pokušao

comes in. The meaning constructor is repeated here:

(71) lPlx.x :

[(‹ SUBJ)se
�� [(‹ SUBJ)se

� (‹ COMP SUBJ)se
]]��

[(‹ SUBJ)se
��(‹ SUBJ)se

]

This meaning constructor is a MANAGER RESOURCE, as discussed for resump-

tive pronouns and copy raising (e.g. Richard seems like he’s ill) by Asudeh

(2004, 2002b). Manager resources deal with a resource surplus that arises

from an extra pronominal resource and form an integral part of the general

theory of resumption presented in Asudeh (2004).

A manager resource identifies and consumes a pronominal function of the

kind outlined in (70) above. The schematic form of a manager resource’s

meaning constructor is shown in (72), where P is a pronoun and A is the

pronoun’s antecedent.

(72) lPlx.x : (A��(A�P))�� (A��A)

The manager resource consumes a functional pronominal resource and in the

meaning language side disposes of it via vacuous abstraction. The pronoun

therefore does not contribute to the semantics. The consequent of themanager

resource’s main implication is a modifier on the pronoun’s antecedent

(A��A). A manager resource, a pronoun and the pronoun’s antecedent

together yield just the antecedent, as if the pronoun had been absent:

(73)

In this case, the manager resource consumes the pronominal function of

the controlled complement’s subject, the control target. The manager re-

source relies on the fact that the subject of the control verb has been ident-

ified as the control target’s antecedent. The instantiated manager resource

for sentence (56) is repeated here from (63).

[19] This is a simplified account of pronominal binding which only accounts for intrasentential
and bound variable binding. There are dynamic versions of Glue that handle contextual
update (Crouch & van Genabith 1999), donkey anaphora (van Genabith & Crouch 1999),
and intersentential anaphora (Crouch & van Genabith 1999, Dalrymple 2001, Kokkonidis
2003).
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(74) lPlx.x : ( j��( j�pro))��( j�� j)

The antecedent of the main implication in the manager resource’s linear logic

term corresponds to the term for the pronominal function contributed by the

pronoun in (63) above, repeated here :

(75) j��( j�pro)

The following proof demonstrates composition for finite control as

exemplified by the Serbo-Croatian sentence (56).

(76)

This is a proof for a subject control verb with a finite complement, where the

complement has a pronominal subject that is the control target. Notice that

the subproof ending in the italicised j (the first three lines) is formally ident-

ical to proof (73). Also, the final three lines of the proof are formally identical

to the proof in (34) above for a subject control verb with an infinitival

complement. Thus, once the manager resource has disposed of the pronoun,

the finite control proof is just like the proof for an English-type control verb.

The proof with added meaning terms is shown in figure 1. Although the

control verb is shown with a property complement, a propositional comp-

lement just requires replacing the control verb’s meaning term with the

meaning term in (65), as discussed above.

The manager resource is motivated because the pronoun can only be

bound by the controlling subject. In effect, it is not contributing a normal

pronominal meaning, but is rather part of a mechanism that is employed in

certain languages, including finite control languages, to establish a syntactic

relation mediated by pronominal binding.20 We can think of the manager

resource as going hand in hand with the anaphoric control equation, just as

the embedded verb’s contribution of its null subject goes hand in hand with

the contribution of a meaning constructor for that subject. The control

verb’s principal meaning constructor, which gives the semantics of the con-

trol verb, is similar to the meaning constructor for the control verb try in

English, a language that uses functional control in the syntax. In both cases,

the matrix subject is consumed to yield an implication that consumes the

entire clausal complement to yield the semantics of the outer f-structure and

thus the sentence. The typological difference between obligatory anaphoric

[20] It has also been argued, based on case-marking facts, that nonfinite control in Icelandic is
obligatory anaphoric control (Andrews 1982).
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Figure 1
Proof with meanings for Jovan je pokušao da dodje
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control and functional control in the syntax is reflected by a difference in the

linear logic, while allowing the same denotation in the meaning language, or

semantics proper.

Although there is a null pronominal subject in the clausal control comp-

lement, the present analysis essentially proposes that it is only there to

maintain the obligatory syntactic relationship between the controller and

the controllee. Thus, the analysis further validates current research on

typological variation in the syntactic mechanisms used to establish control

relationships (Landau 2000, Wurmbrand 2001). English uses functional

control for at least some control verbs, while other languages, such as

Serbo-Croatian, uniformly use obligatory anaphoric control. There is a

further typological distinction in terms of finiteness of the complement: the

Balkan languages have finite controlled complements, whereas English and

many other languages have infinitival controlled complements. The differ-

ences in the syntactic mechanisms are reflected in Glue Semantics, but it

is still possible for the controlled clausal complements to have the same

denotation, no matter which syntactic mechanism the grammar of a lan-

guage employs. Therefore, there is a separation of syntax and semantics,

although there is a systematic relationship between the two. There can be

typological differences in one, without there necessarily being differences in

the other.

Finite control has been analysed as a case of resource surplus requiring

extra resource management. As mentioned above, the manager resources

involved in this analysis of finite control are also involved in analyses of copy

raising, as exemplified by (77).

(77) Gonzo seems like he’s having a good time.

Asudeh (2002b, 2004) argues that the syntax of English copy raising should

be assimilated to predicative raising, as in (78), with the like-complement

analysed as a predicate PP.

(78) Gonzo seems happy.

The manager resource contributed by the copy raising verb ensures that

there must be a pronominal bound by the matrix subject in the copy raising

verb’s complement, for reasons of semantic composition. This correctly

predicts the ungrammaticality of:

(79) *Gonzo seems like Andrew’s having a good time.

The manager resource theory of finite control thus not only relates infinitival

control to finite control, it also points to a deeper connection between

control and raising. Just as infinitival control and raising are related by

the underlying syntactic mechanism of functional control, finite control and

copy raising are related by the underlying mechanisms of anaphoric binding

and manager resources. Manager resources thus provide a focal point
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for further explorations of the relationship between control and raising in

non-infinitival guises.

9. OB L I G A T O R Y A N A P H O R I C C O N T R O L A N D F U N C T I O N A L C O N T R O L

The previous section showed that finite control, which involves a syntactic

relation of obligatory anaphoric control, constitutes a case of resource

surplus. This contrasts with the syntactic relation of functional control used

to model nonfinite control in section 2. The structure sharing resulting from

functional control potentially leads to the contrasting problem of resource

deficit. A valid question to ask is whether functional control in fact is

appropriate for English nonfinite control. Perhaps nonfinite control is also

a case of obligatory anaphoric control. A proposal along these lines has

recently been made by Dalrymple (2001: 313–348), who argues that the

complement of English control verbs is a COMP with a null pronominal

subject that is obligatorily anaphorically controlled by an argument of

the control verb.

If English nonfinite control does not involve functional control, there is no

syntactic structure sharing and therefore no potential conflict with semantic

resource sensitivity. This could just mean that an analysis similar to the one

for finite control should be extended to nonfinite control in English. However,

the finite control analysis was itself motivated with respect to the analysis

that sought to reconcile structure sharing and resource sensitivity. If the

motivation for the latter analysis is removed, then a good part of the motiv-

ation for the resource management analysis of finite control is also removed.

From a cross-linguistic point of view there seems to be clear evidence for

control as functional control. For example, Kroeger (1993: 97–102) shows

that differences between classes of control verbs in Tagalog can be explained

if some control relations in Tagalog are represented as functional control and

others as anaphoric control. Similar arguments are discussed for other lan-

guages in Andrews (1982) and Bresnan (1982a). However, since the proposals

in this paper are motivated on the basis of English, it is necessary to show

that there are English control verbs that involve functional control as

opposed to obligatory anaphoric control. I will argue in this section that this

is indeed the case: at least some control verbs in English, such as try, should

be analysed as involving functional control. Furthermore, I will show

that certain tests that Dalrymple (2001) applies do not properly individuate

open XCOMP complements that require functional control from closed COMP

complements that disallow functional control.

Bresnan (1982a: 396–398) shows that it follows from the distinction

between functional control and anaphoric control that the latter allows split

antecedents whereas the former does not. Since functional control involves

structure sharing, it is not possible for multiple arguments to functionally

control the same target without the controlling arguments also being
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illicitly equated. There is thus no way for separate nominals to control the

same controllee via functional control. This is not the case for anaphoric

control : the controlled pronoun can in principle have split antecedents just

like other pronouns. Obligatory anaphoric control, which requires that the

controller is the antecedent of the null pronominal control target, is there-

fore not exhaustive enough and does not necessarily preclude the controller

being just part of a plural antecedent. This is not possible for try, though:

(80) The geneticist said that the paleontologist tried to clone dinosaurs.

(Falk 2001: 143, (60b))

In (80) the subject of clone is the paleontologist and cannot be both the

geneticist and the paleontologist together. Obligatory anaphoric control

does not straightforwardly predict this. Functional control, on the other hand,

predicts that the subject of try must EXHAUSTIVELY control the subject of its

complement (Landau 2000).

The related phenomenon of PARTIAL CONTROL (Landau 2000) provides

further evidence for the claim that the control relation for some control

verbs must be exhaustive. Partial control is demonstrated by a controlled

complement that is headed by a collective predicate (Landau 2000) :

(81) The chair preferred to gather in the afternoon.

The chair must be one of the people gathering, but s/he clearly cannot be the

only one, since gather is a collective predicate. The sentence is ungrammati-

cal if tried is substituted for preferred :

(82) *The chair tried to gather in the afternoon.

Again this shows that the subject of try must exhaustively control the subject

of the complement. The exhaustivity of control is predicted by functional

control. Obligatory anaphoric control does not explain why it is not possible

for the subject of try to just be one member of the group subject.

Although the distinction between partial control and exhaustive control

supports a functional control analysis for exhaustive control, it might seem

that partial control itself involves obligatory anaphoric control. However,

functional control actually accounts for partial control better than anaphoric

control does. Landau (2000) observes that although a partial control verb

such as prefer licenses semantic plurality on its control target, thus allowing

collective predicates and modifiers in the complement, the control target is

not syntactically plural and does not license plural agreement or plural

anaphors:

(83) (a) John told Mary that he preferred to meet at 6 today.

(b) *John told Mary that he preferred to meet each other at 6 today.

(Landau 2000: 7, (23a–b))
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In addition, it is not possible for a semantically plural controller to control a

semantically singular control target, even if the controller includes the target :

(84) (a) The committee was glad that the chair had agreed to gather before

the elections.

(b) *The chair was glad the committee had agreed to wear a tie.

(Landau 2000: 7, (25a–b))

Note that (84) is to be construed with the chair as the chair of the committee.

This data is not predicted by obligatory anaphoric control. If the control

target is a pronoun whose reference includes the controller, then it naturally

leads to the prediction that the pronoun is plural, since this is the normal

result of referential inclusion. Obligatory anaphoric control certainly does

not predict that the control target must be singular, like its antecedent.

Functional control, on the other hand, predicts that the control target must

be syntactically singular if the controller is singular, because it is the very

same syntactic element that serves both functions.

This argument for functional control is only compelling if the mechanism

can still account for the facts about the possibility of semantic plurality in

partial control complements. In fact, functional control permits a simple

lexical analysis of partial control that captures the requisite facts using only

the analysis of control already developed in this paper and a standard

semantics for plurals. Let us assume that the entity type, e, has two subtypes :

(85) (a) es is the type of singular entities

(b) ep is the type of plural entities

(c) e=es[ep

This is compatible with a variety of theories of plural semantics, but for

concreteness I will here adopt a standard lattice-theoretic analysis (Link

1995).

The requirement that a collective predicate such as gather have a

plural subject can then be enforced by assigning it the type nep, tm. Using

the convention of assigning capital variables to ep, the meaning con-

structor for gather would then be lX.gather (X) : (‹SUBJ)s��‹s. The meaning

constructor for the partial control verb prefer can then be specified as

follows:

(86) lxlP.9y[prefer (x, P(y))^xvy] :

(‹ SUBJ)s�� [(‹ XCOMP SUBJ)s��(‹ XCOMP)s]��‹s

The partial control verb’s linear logic for semantic composition is exactly

like that of the exhaustive control verb try (see section 6), but the meaning

language makes the additional statement that the controller is either equal

to or a part of the control target. This allows the complement of the

partial control verb to be either a semantically singular or plural predicate.

An exhaustive control verb, in contrast, lacks the specification of the
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inclusion relation and therefore does not permit a semantically plural

complement unless the controller is itself plural. The inclusion relation in

the lexical specification of the partial control shown in (86) holds only in one

direction: the controller can be included in the control target, but not vice

versa. This immediately accounts for the contrast in (84) above. Lastly,

notice that partial control is most straightforwardly compatible with a

propositional denotation for the controlled complement, since a statement

needs to be made about the relation between the controller and the subject of

the complement. However, it has already been demonstrated that functional

control is compatible with the propositional denotation.

Functional control therefore captures the behaviour of various English

control verbs, including both exhaustive and partial control verbs, better

than anaphoric control. Along with the cross-linguistic support for func-

tional control, there is ample evidence that the problem of structure sharing

and resource sensitivity in control is a valid one. This in turn means that an

analysis based on a solution to this problem, such as the one offered here, is

well-motivated.

9.1 Open and closed complements

Another part of Dalrymple’s (2001) argument for obligatory anaphoric

control in English is based on putative evidence that the infinitival comp-

lement bears the grammatical function COMP. This is consistent with the

obligatory anaphoric control analysis, since the COMP is saturated by the

controlled null pronominal, but it is inconsistent with the functional control

analysis, which standardly requires an open XCOMP complement.

Dalrymple’s (2001) argument for English control taking a closed COMP

function comes from evidence that Jacobson (1990) provides :

1. Raising verbs cannot undergo VP Complement Drop of their infinitival

complement whereas at least some control verbs can.

(Jacobson 1990: 438–445)

(87) * Bill seems to be obnoxious, but I don’t think that Sam seems.

(Jacobson 1990: 440, (23))

(88) John tried to take out the garbage, and I think that Bill also tried.

(Jacobson 1990: 439, (21))

2. The infinitival complement of raising verbs cannot be fronted whereas the

infinitival complement of at least some control verbs can be.

(89) *To be nice, he seems. (Jacobson 1990: 449, (49))

(90) To win, I will try. (Jacobson 1990: 449, (47))

Dalrymple (2001: 317–326) analyses this difference in LFG terms as having to

do with whether the complement is an XCOMP, as in raising, or a COMP, as in
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control (on her theory) : an XCOMP cannot undergo VP Complement Drop or

extraction whereas a COMP can.21

However, whatever these tests reveal about raising and control, the dis-

tinction cannot be reduced to the XCOMP/COMP distinction. There are raising

complement XCOMPS, such as the adjectival one in (91), that can be extracted

and there are controlled complements that cannot be extracted, as in (92).

(91) Nice, he seems. (Jacobson 1990: 451, (55a))

(92) *To make a fuss, I will threaten.

These examples are not predicted if COMPS can front but XCOMPS cannot.

Furthermore, there is little agreement in the literature on the status of even

supposedly grammatical fronting of controlled complements as in (90).

Jacobson (1990: 449) herself notes that some speakers find the extractions

marginal even for control verbs. Radford (2004: 88, (52c)) simply

presupposes that the structurally identical and pragmatically more plausible

To give up smoking, I will certainly try is ungrammatical.

It seems to be true that raising verbs’ XCOMPs resist VP Complement Drop,

but non-VP predicative XCOMPS can be dropped:

(95) Kim is crazy, but Sandy isn’t.

Furthermore, there are control verbs that cannot undergo VP Complement

Drop:

(94) *John attempted to leave, but I don’t think that Bill attempted.

(Jacobson 1990: 439, (22))

The fact that attempt cannot undergo VP Complement Drop but that try can

is telling, given that the two are extremely close analogues, both in terms of

meaning and in terms of syntactic subcategorisation. It casts doubt on these

tests as deep probes of syntax and semantics. More importantly, for present

purposes, it shows that English control cannot be uniformly obligatory

anaphoric control. Even if Jacobson’s tests as applied to LFG indicate a

[21] Jacobson’s (1990) third test – that a raising verb cannot take an NP or PP complement – is
factually incorrect, since raising verbs can in fact take a restricted subclass of PP comp-
lements (Maling 1983) and can even take predicative indefinite NPs:

(i) John seems out of his mind.
(ii) It seems a nice page.

http://www.muddlepuddle.co.uk/autumnbandwidthnickerfix/halloween.htm
(checked 28/09/2004)

The NP example is probably dialectal, but nevertheless corpus and internet searches reveal
it to be quite robust. These examples are in fact a problem for a theory of raising that
predicts from the lack of subcategorised VP complements for raising predicates that ‘there
is no possible synonymous variant where this argument slot is replaced by an NP or PP
argument slot’ (Jacobson 1990: 448).
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distinction between XCOMP and COMP, then at least some control verbs must

involve functional control, by Dalrymple’s (2001) own criteria.

9.2 Summary

Evidence from exhaustive and partial control supports a functional control

analysis of English nonfinite control over an obligatory anaphoric control

analysis. In addition, the putative evidence that English control verbs take

closed COMP complements, which would support an obligatory anaphoric

control analysis, is problematic. The tests in question do not properly

distinguish open, functionally controlled XCOMPS from COMPS. In sum, the

potential conflict between structure sharing and resource sensitivity is a

genuine problem. There is thus support for the present analysis of nonfinite

control and its extension to finite control.

10. CO N C L U S I O N

Syntactic structure sharing of the kind exhibited by control and raising seems

initially to be at odds with semantic resource sensitivity. Raising is

unproblematic, though, because the shared resource is consumed in the

semantics by only one of its syntactic hosts. Similarly, if the property

denotation of controlled complements is maintained, the complement does

not take the control target as a direct semantic argument. However, if the

complement denotes a proposition there are two semantic consumers of a

single resource corresponding to the structure-shared grammatical function,

which is potentially problematic.

The analyses developed in this paper ultimately rest on a conception of

grammar that involves structure sharing in grammatical structures, where

structure sharing can be understood more generally as token identity. This is

a common current conception of grammar, found in both transformational

and non-transformational work, as discussed in the introduction. However,

it is not the only possible conception. Blevins (to appear) argues in a recent

paper that there is in fact no explicit empirical motivation for token identity

in grammatical structures. He proposes instead that there is only type

identity in the structures, with token identity found only in the constraint

language that describes them. The proposals made here would potentially be

affected by this move: functional control would then only involve token

identity in the constraint language and would involve type identity in

f-structures. If the syntax–semantics mapping is not adjusted, then there

would be no problem of resource deficit and instead potentially only a

problem of resource surplus.

The alternative, non-structure-sharing view of grammar deserves further

study and its impact on the present work should be explored in the future,

if the alternative view proves preferable. There are at least a couple of
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problems that arise on preliminary consideration, though. First, it is not

clear in what sense there could be EMPIRICAL evidence for token identity in the

constraint language either. The argument for type identity over token

identity rests on the premise that the former is somehow simpler or theor-

etically superior. However, it has not been demonstrated that having identity

in the constraint language instead of in the actual structures is in fact simpler

or indeed leads to any substantive differences. Second, if the syntax–

semantics mapping is left unadjusted, then type identity in grammatical

structures leads to the problem of deciding which of the type-identical

syntactic elements to interpret semantically. This leads to problems in

interpretation of phenomena like raising and filler–gap dependencies, which

are straightforward on the token identity view. For example, in the case of

raising there would be two instances of a type-identical subject : one is the

raising verb’s subject and the other is the raising target’s subject. Only one of

these should be interpreted, given the semantics of raising, but presumably

both of the two separate syntactic elements would have to make semantic

contributions. Therefore, one of the elements’ semantic contributions must

be discarded. In contrast, on the token identity view there is only the one

token-identical element that can be interpreted and the issue of which el-

ement to interpret simply does not arise. The problem is obviously further

compounded in cases that currently involve multiple token identity. Thus,

the move to type identity in grammatical structures not only necessitates a

complete rethinking of the syntax–semantics interface, but also initiates an

ongoing debate about which of the type-identified elements is the one to be

semantically interpreted in a large number of phenomena. These could be

viewed as either features or bugs, depending on one’s perspective.

This paper has demonstrated that the standard approach, with structure

sharing in syntactic structures, can in fact be reconciled with resource sensi-

tivity, even in the case of a propositional theory of control. I showed that the

same Glue combinatorics can in fact yield either a property- or proposition-

denoting semantics for the controlled complement. The analysis is therefore

adaptive and does not rely on a particular semantics for control.

Furthermore, I showed that the linear logic combinatorics of the analysis

suffice to capture empirical generalisations about expletives and scope and

that the analysis generalises properly in cases of multiple structure sharing.

Structure sharing in control was understood in terms of resource deficit :

there were apparently not enough resources to satisfy resource sensitivity. I

showed that finite control demonstrates the opposite problem of resource

surplus. Based on the evidence that finite and nonfinite control have com-

parable compositional semantics, the obligatorily controlled null pronomi-

nal in finite control must not saturate the property corresponding to the

finite controlled complement. The manager resources proposed in my recent

Glue Semantics analysis of copy raising (Asudeh 2004) were used to remove

the pronoun from composition, thus yielding a property denotation for the
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finite complement. Finite control can therefore be seen as the control ana-

logue of copy raising. The analysis has typological implications for control

mechanisms and extends the relation between control and raising in a new

dimension.
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